
Content: Select from our amazing Games

collection to have the best Immersive Experience. 

Disclaimer: The content provided in this booklet is

solely used as a guide for your virtual reality

experience. 
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 DIG 4  DESTRUCTION

An intense online multiplayer deathmatch game
where you must dig through the earth and

excavate weapons to battle your enemies! !

Action , Casual,

Stand Out is the ultimate fight for your life. You will
be parachuted on a wide island and you will have to

explore your surroundings to find weapons and
equipment to fight for your survival. Use vehicles

to move faster and keep an eye on the deadly
barrier that shrinks the battleground during the

game and forces the players to murder each
other. Only one will remain.

STAND OUT :  

VR BATTLE ROYALEMassively
 Multiplayer
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 PAVLOV

Pavlov VR is a multiplayer shooter with a heavy
focus on community features. Realistic reloading
features and fast-paced combat as part of the

core experience. #1 most popular VR shooter game. 

Action, Military, Shooter, Zombies 
 
 
 

 COWBOTS AND ALIENS

Cowbots and Aliens is a wild west brawl scene
brought to life by robots, aliens, the magic of VR,

and you! Features. Battle Online – Fight your
friends in a variety of competitive multiplayer

modes including Free For All, No Guns, Team
Deathmatch and Gold Rush!

Action, Adventure, Indie, Shooter 
 
 

 Multiplayer

https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Action/?snr=1_5_9__409
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Action/?snr=1_5_9__409
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Adventure/?snr=1_5_9__409
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Indie/?snr=1_5_9__409


TOURING KARTS
Combat Racing, Racing, Sports, Automobile Sim
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Touring Karts reinvents KART-type races in the
midst of chaos full of action and surprises. 
3 views to choose from that are specifically

designed for VR: One free of dizziness, a classic
one in 3rd person, and the more immersive first-

person view.

 
 
 

 
Racing 

Simulation

3 Online Game Modes: Unique Daily Cups,
Custom Play with your Friends, and

Random Play.

https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Combat%20Racing/?snr=1_5_9__409
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Sports/?snr=1_5_9__409
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Automobile%20Sim/?snr=1_5_9__409


SPRINT VECTOR 
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Intergalactic, where the physical thrill of extreme
sports meets the unhinged energy of a zany game

show! Run, jump, climb, drift, and fly at extreme
velocity as you race up to 8 players and battle

obstacles in this frenetic VR adrenaline
platformer!

Racing, Sports, Fantasy, Competitive, Skating
 
 

 EVERYDAY GOLF VR

EVERYDAY GOLF VR is a realistic golf VR game.
We have been continuously mulling over how to

improve user convenience without losing realism
so that people can easily play our game whether

they are familiar with golf or not.

Sports, Golf, Simulation, Casual



 TRICKSTER VR

A procedurally generated fantasy adventure,
starring floating islands, epic loot, and a horde
of orcs! Try your skills against orcish combat
expertise, ancient magic and ragtag airships!

 Action, Indie, AdventureM
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QUIVR
Archery, Action, Simultaion, Online Co-op

QuiVr is the defining archery experience, made
from the ground up for Virtual Reality. Grab your

bow, arrows, and some friends to fight the enemy
onslaught.



 RAW DATA
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Raw Data’s action gameplay, intuitive controls,
challenging enemies, and sci-fi atmosphere will

completely immerse you within the surreal world
of Eden Corp. Go solo or team up and become the
adrenaline-charged heroes of your own futuristic

technothriller.

Cyberpunk, Futuristic, Robots, Strategy, Shooter

 SAIRENTO
Ninja, Strategy, CyberPunk, Action, Arcade

Perform triple jumps, wall runs, power slides and
slow time down while blasting away at a foe

before landing to deliver a blade attack on
another. Kit yourself with katanas, firearms,

bows, throwing glaives, and legendary relics. Keep
upgrading as you play. PURE CYBER NINJA FUN.



BULLET SORROW
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Action, Bullet-time, Adult, Shooter

Bullet Sorrow VR is a cross-platform Multi-player
Online FPS game, also contains full story single

stages to discover. Using progressive Bullet Time
abilities and a bunker-cover system, evade

attacks and move on

BATTLE OF KINGS

The time of war has come! Take command of your
kingdom and use your strategic skills to defend
the siege against your fortifications. You can’t

win only by defending your Kingdom. Develop your
economics, assemble and upgrade your army to

defeat the enemy forces in a real Battle of Kings.

Strategy, Indie, Tower Defense
 
 



SPACE JUNKIES
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Shooter,Arcade,Action,Sports
 
 

Space Junkies™ is a visceral, jetpack-fueled VR
Arcade Shooter where you fly through deadly

Orbital Arenas in hostile space, facing off in
extreme battles! You can play this with

strangers too. 

OF MULTIPLAYER GAMES

https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Shooter/?snr=1_5_9__410
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Arcade/?snr=1_5_9__410
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Action/?snr=1_5_9__410
https://store.steampowered.com/tags/en/Sports/?snr=1_5_9__410


NVIDIA FUNHOUSE
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Funny, Horror, Family-Friendly, Action 

Step right up to VR Funhouse and enter a virtual
carnival full of fun and games. Be an archer with

flaming arrows. Test your skill shooting skeet
targets blasted from a cannon. See how many
moles you can punch, whack, and much more.

VR Funhouse
features seven mini-

games set in a
virtual carnival

environment!

 
Single 
Player



 JOB SIMULATOR
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 In a world where robots have replaced all
human jobs, step into the "Job Simulator" to

learn what it was like 'to job'. Use your hands to
stack, manipulate, throw, and smash physics

objects in an inexplicably satisfying way!
 

Funny, Sci-fi, Simulation, Realistic

Your daily fix of the hack&slash wave attack
action. Fast-paced and easy to get into. Use a
varied arsenal of awesome magic weapons to

win that top spot on the Orc Slayer
Leaderboard. 

 TRICKSTER VR :  HORDE

ATTACK  Action, Indie, Adventure
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A-10  VR
Action, Indie, VR

A-10 VR is a fresh virtual reality take on a classic
sci-fi gallery shooter. Hone your sharp shooting
skills in 4 game modes against a stunning outer
space landscape in this arcade shooter meant
for all skill levels! Fit with both global and local

leaderboards.

 RICHIE PLANK EXPO

You're on a plank, 80 stories high. Knees shaky,
palms sweaty. You have a choice. Do you walk or

do you freeze? Richie's Plank is the only VR
experience that lets you clone any real-world

plank into the virtual world for 2X the immersion.

Indie, Casual, Horror



AUDIOSHIELD
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Block the beats! Audioshield puts you at the
point of impact for every hit in your songs.

Block incoming orbs with your shields and feel
the music. Works with any song!

Music, Rhythm, Joyful, Punching

FRUIT NINJA

Action, Indie, VR

The juiciest, most action-packed burst of fruit-
filled fun is here! Re-imagined by the immersive
power of virtual reality. From the backyard to

the battleground, transform your world as you
compete against rival players in Four Diverse

Modes. Test your reflexes as waves of fruit are
flung at your face! Don’t flinch.
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GOOGLE EARTH VR

Google Earth VR lets you explore the world from
totally new perspectives in virtual reality. Stroll

the streets of Tokyo, soar over the Grand
Canyon, or walk around the Eiffel Tower.

 
Simulation, Realistic, Open world

THE LAB 
Action,  funny, Casual, Archery, Puzzle

Welcome to The Lab, a compilation of Valve’s
room-scale VR experiments set in a pocket

universe within Aperture Science. Fix a robot,
defend a castle, adopt a mechanical dog, and more. 
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 CRYSTAL REIGN
Indie, Casual, Action

Battle hordes of woodland creatures,
strategically place weapon towers across the

landscape, enter your weapon tower and unleash
a rain of fire on your enemies, and annihilate your

enemies with your ultimate attack in hand-to-
hand combat!

 EVEREST VR 
Simulation, Atmospheric, Casual,

Experience what it feels like to climb Mount
Everest through a sequence of immersive first

person locations as you strive to reach the top of
the world. Incomparable visual fidelity combined

with player agency in a VR journey that feels both
real and emotionally stunning.

(on Vive 1)
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CRASHMINALS

Try something different with a unique VR
control scheme to pilot your airplane. Choose

from 6 planes each with its own variety of
bombs to blow up cakes in 72 destructible puzzle
levels. Play as a variety of animals in a “VR Angry

Birds with Airplanes” game. 

 Action, Indie, Strategy, Adventure

 DREAM COASTER VR
Simulation, Casual,

Dream Coaster VR is an extremely realistic roller
coaster simulator equipped with series of

different environmental themes and an ultra-
immersive impressions of height and speed. Do

not let the name trick you - this roller coaster will
surely keep you wide awake!

(on Vive 1)

(on Vive 2)
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 KITTYPOCALYPSE

Kittypocalypse is an in-depth, strategic tower
defense game built exclusively for VR. Across a

diverse range of environments, defeat the hordes
of evil alien kitties and salvage what's left of your

home planet

Strategy, Tower defense, Action

RICK AND MORTY :  VIRTUAL

RICK-ALITY Funny, Comedy, Cartoon, 

Rick and Morty: Virtual Rick-Ality smashes
together the absolute VR chaos of the award-

winning Job Simulator with the ridiculous, all-out,
take-no-prisoners comedy of Rick and Morty.

(on Vive 2)

(on Vive 1)



 JUPITERATION
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Take a place of a stranded spaceship pilot, who
will have to fight his way through waves of many

alien crafts and bosses. Pick up power-ups for
your pistol or one of a variety of other weapons

such as sniper rifle, machine gun, and more…

Indie, Casual,  Action

 VACATE THE ROOM

Escape Room, Adventure, Puzzle,

VR: Vacate the Room is a short Escape
the Room game. It is a VR Experience
where you need to find clues to solve

puzzles and find your way out..

(on Vive 1)

(on Vive 1)



 SWORD MASTER
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Enter the virtual reality sword fighting arena of
Sword Master VR! Test your skills with the blade
against smart and interactive AI enemies! Unlock
new swords and game modes! Prove that you are

the sword master!

Indie, Casual,  Action

 THROTTLE POWAH
Escape Room, Adventure, Puzzle,

Throttle Powah is a fresh new VR racing,
maneuver, and freestyle experience. Each

controller is a monowheel motorized rocket. You
have the freedom to race and perform freestyle

jumps and maneuvers in VR using the physics
principle of sports like snowboard, skate, and

motocross.
(on Vive 1)

(on Vive 1)



 GUN RANGE VR
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Gun Range VR offers you a sandbox style gun
range for HTC Vive which includes interactive

items, achievements, unlocks, frequent updated
items. If that is not enough you can also enjoy the
16 different mini games Gun Range VR offers, all
with their own online Leader Boards to compete

for the top slots.

Indie, Casual,  Action

      BATTLE DOME
Action, FPS

Battle Dome is a 5 v 5 competitive SciFi VR
shooter. You must work with your teammates to

get to your opponent's base and destroy their
core before they destroy yours. You must also

spread your team's color (if playing a color map),
since you can only teleport onto your team's

colored tiles. (on Vive 1)

(on Vive 1)



 SURVIVOR VR

       UNIVERSE SANDBOX
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"SURVIVOR VR"  is a ramshackle building surviving
the earthquake. The player will play the role of a

struggling survivor. He will use VR game equipment
to complete a series of specific actions in order to

avoid danger from each checkpoint until
eventually escape the building.

Strategy, Adventure, Simulation, Action

Sandbox, Space, Science, Physics, Education

Create and destroy on an unimaginable scale...
with a space simulator that merges real-time

gravity, climate, collision, and material
interactions to reveal the beauty of our universe

and the fragility of our planet. (on Vive 1)

(on Vive 1)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SK1Rx4lDh0o&t=37s


 THE BLU
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Experience the wonder and majesty of the ocean
through a series of habitats and come face to

face with some of the most awe-inspiring species
on the plane

Underwater, Experience, Adventure, Simulation 

SURGE

Welcome to CREO, the megacorporation saving
the world! A catastrophic event has knocked you
out during the first day on the job… you wake up
equipped with a heavy-grade exoskeleton, in a

destroyed section of the complex.

Sci-fi, Difficult, Gore, Cyberpunk, Hack and Slash

(on Vive 1)

(on Vive 1)
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 VANISHING REALMS
Swordplay, Action, Magic, RPG,

Vanishing Realms is an immersive RPG designed
exclusively for Virtual Reality. Grab your sword

and fight life-sized monsters in epic face-to-face
melee combat. Explore mystic domains, outwit

magical wards, seek lost artifacts, wield sorcery
and steel to take on denizens of the Undead

Realm.

 HORDEZ
Horror, Shooter, Gore, Sci- Fi 

Fast and simple gameplay that will immerse you
in a creepy world of zombies and demons. Bring
a friend in a multiplayer Co-Op game and send

those zombies flying back to hell! Blowing up
zombies and demons have never been this much

fun. (on Vive 1)

(on Vive 1)



 PADDLE UP

 BLOCKS
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Paddle up with online multiplayer, robots,
complete challenges or train your table tennis
skills. This is the ultimate ping pong experience

for VR.

Sports, indie, Table Tennis,

Blocks lets you easily create 3D objects in virtual
reality, no matter your modelling experience. Using
six simple tools, you can bring your applications to
life, create a volumetric masterpiece, or simply let

your imagination run wild.

Design and Illustration

(on Vive 2)

(on Vive 1)



 SERIOUS SAM VR :  THE LAST

HOPE

BELKO VR :  AN ESCAPE ROOM

EXPERIMENT
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Have you ever wanted to fight Mental' alien hordes
with your own two hands? Well, now you can! Step into
the shoes of the Earth Defense Force's greatest hero
in this unique VR simulation based on Sam Stone's own
log files from his time as captain of the Battlecruiser

Saratoga. Experience the missions that turned
Captain Stone into the legend that he is today.

Shooter, Indie, Co-op

OF SINGLE PLAYER GAMES

(on Vive 2)

Exploring the themes in THE BELKO EXPERIMENT, the
Belko VR – Escape Room Experiment provokes the
question: “What does it take to survive at work?”

Players are prompted to solve a series of challenging
puzzles in order to escape from their office before a

microchip in their head explodes.
(on Vive 2)

Strategy, Escape room



 
Allumette tells the story of a young orphan girl

who lives in a fantastical city in the clouds. After
enduring tragedy, she grasps at hope for her

future. Loosely inspired by "The Little Match Girl"
by Hans Christian Andersen, Allumette is an

account of the love a mother and daughter have
for one another, and the sacrifices they make for

the greater good.
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 “The Rose And I” is about loneliness,
friendship, love, and loss. Come meet a lonely
Rose living in the unlikeliest of places, and join

her as she transports you to a brand new
universe.

ALLUMETTE 

THE ROSE AND I


